
Watch freaky new US military 
plasma laser weapon create 
HUMAN-like sounds 
A MIND-BOGGLING new plasma laser weapon being developed by the Pentagon will speak like a human.

By Paul Harper / Published 28th March 2018

The US military is working on groundbreaking laser technology which can create human voices out of nothing by altering atoms.

This non-lethal weapon works by shooting a burst of light for up to 15 seconds which creates a ball of plasma.

Then a nanonlaser is fired at the plasma in such a way that produces light and noise.

And already the boffins have achieved human-like noises, similar to a haunted walkie-talkie.

US create experimental non-lethal plasma weapon
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US MILITARY 

TECH: The Pentagon is working on a laser weapon which can make human sounds

Army of the FUTURE: US Marines show off high tech 
weapons for World War 3

The Marine Corps is planning for a future that will pit Marines against 
an enemy well-versed in fighting and hiding in crowded urban areas 
and equipped with high-tech weapons and communications systems.
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• US military drone swoops on Russian territory amid fallout from spy nerve agent attack

• US ‘jet-mounted SUPER LASERS that will rip apart enemy missiles’ to start flying by 2019

• Army of the FUTURE: US Marines train with prototype DRONE-KILLER lasers

“We’re this close to getting it to speak to us. I need three or four more kilohertz,” said David Law, who runs the US Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Program 

(JNLWD).

It has been reported that the laser-induced weapon will say “intelligible” words in the next three years.

Ultimately they want to create a number of effects from firing the plasma such as light and even heat.

The website Defense One reports that plasma is a field of electrified gas which highly responsive to electromagnetic effects.

RELATED ARTICLES

U.S. Marine Corps Lance Corporal Briar Purty tests Drone Killer Counter-UAS Technology at 

Camp Pendleton 
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